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Models and VOTables
~ Part I ~

Working with MIVOT

L. Michel 
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ChatGPT encourages us: good guy!
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ChatGPT 12/2022
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What do we expect from using VO Data Models

What do models make easier

● Get a complete representation of  data context
○ Provenance
○ Coordinate systems
○ Observation location

● Get an accurate representation of the errors
● Support cross-columns parameters

○ Columns grouping
○ Complex errors (pos + pm + parallax)

● Gather data from multi-table VOTable (sources + detection)
● Exchange model instance out of the VOTable context (e.g. SAMP)

3
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Moving toward Operational Implementation

● Validator
○ Validate annotated VOTable against the mapped models.

● Documentation
○ Help users to figure out what are the steps of the process

● Tooling for the server side
○ Showing up a generic implementation for a TAP service

● Tooling for the client side
○ Make a PR enabling AstroPyVO to work with annotated data.

● Register MIVOT enable services

4

These tools will help for both implementing services and exercising model 
proposals on real data.
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Let’s have a look at a GAIA example

● In the following we are using
○ A regular TAP service
○ RECommended models (Meas, Coord)
○ MIVOT

● On client side
○ Code implemented for the MIVOT reference implementation
○ Astropy and PyVO

● On server side
○ Pseudo-code as we plan to develop for AstroPyVO
○ VOLLT extension Prototype (XTapDB)

5
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Resources
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       Repository: https://github.com/ivoa/modelinstanceinvot-code/
               Branch : feature/instance_generator

VOTABLE:  /mivot_code/examples/data/gaia_luhman16_astropy.xml

      CODE: /examples/example.4.astropy.py

https://github.com/ivoa/modelinstanceinvot-code/blob/package/mivot_code/examples/data/gaia_luhman16_astropy.xml
https://github.com/ivoa/modelinstanceinvot-code/blob/package/mivot_code/examples/data/gaia_luhman16_astropy.xml
https://github.com/ivoa/modelinstanceinvot-code/blob/package/mivot_code/examples/example.4.astropy.py
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Let’s go around Luhman16
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SELECT TOP 100 designation , 
               ra , ra_error , dec, dec_error
               parallax , parallax_error , 
               pmra , pmra_error, pmdec , pmdec_error ,      
               radial_velocity ,  radial_velocity_error
 FROM  gaiadr2.gaia_source , 
 WHERE ( CONTAINS(POINT('ICRS', ra, "dec"), 
                  CIRCLE('ICRS', 162.328814, -53.319466
                               , 0.016)) = 1 )
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I want my code to do a 3D plot of the queried objects
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3D positions are given by the 
combination of RA/DEC and the 
parallax (Measure model)

The proper motion is shown up as 
mouse-over tooltips 

The radial velocity is ignored in this 
example
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The MIVOT Regular Structure

9
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Expand GLOBALS: the Space Frame

10

Class of the Coordinates models
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Mapping of the Results table
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Each row of the table Results will 
be mapped as an instance of class 
Position  of the Measure model, 
plus other objects that are hidden 
on this view graph
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Position + error made of RA/DEC + parallax
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Proposal for PyVO extension (proto working)

13

The model viewer of the MIVOT 
PyVO extension (prototype) is able 
to generate instances of 
astropy.SkyCoord from 5 
parameters

- Position
- Parallax
- Proper motion
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Astro[Py]Vo Architecture

A
st

ro
py

Science packages

I/O package
VOTable

VODML mapping

Py
VO

MIVOT module

ModelViewer

VO Protocol implementation

Write in VOTable
Read from VOTable

Mapping block (string)

<VODML>
    ….
</VODML>

Mapping block (string)

<VODML>
    ….
</VODML>

Numpy row (mapping ignored)

XML model serialisation

JSON model serialisation

Python model instances

Astropy model instances 4

3

1-2

1-2
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x See spec. section 6
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Annoter on the server side (pseudo code)
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Get the VOTable by whatever mean

Build the annotation 
element per element
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Build an empty mapping block connected with the 
Results table

16

mivot_block = votable.addMivotBlock(“Results”, “mapped for Interop Bologna”)
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Add a position instance + space frame

17

pos_id = mivot_block.addLonLat(“ICRS”, epoch=2015.0)
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Connect the position fields with the table col.

18

pos_id.mapColumn({“lon”: “ra”, “lat”: “dec”, “distance”: “parallax”})
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Add an error to the position

19

error_id = pos_id.addError(“Asymmetrical3D”)
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Connect the error fields with the table columns

20

error_id.mapColumn({“plus”: [“ra_error”, “dec_error”, “parallax_error”]
                    “minus”: [“ra_error”, “dec_error”, “parallax_error”]})
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Validator
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MIVOT instance (mapped)

MIVOT instance (generic)

CHECKING: 
- All the elements of the mapped instance 

must be in the generic instance
- the reverse can be false

https://github.com/ivoa/mivot-validator
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Use the validator feature to generate MIVOT snippets

22
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MIVOT snippet generation

23

$ mivot-snippet-gen  “coords.SpaceFrame” “RefLocation=CustomSpaceLocation”

Command issued from 
the validator package

Class to be generated

Selection of one concrete class
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Requested class

Requested concrete class

VODML description of the element
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Server Side Tooling (TAP service) 

● The principle
○ Analyze the query to see which columns can be mapped on which classes
○ For each mappable class: add the corresponding XML block in the MIVOT BLOCK of 

the VOTABLE

● Achievements
○ ADASS 2021 BoF, "TAP and the Data Models”
○ XTapDB service working for two XMM-Newton tables

25
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M
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Server Side Tooling (TAP service add-on) 
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TAP Schema extended 
with tables giving the 
mapping rules for 
individual tables

MIVOT component

MIVOT component

MIVOT component

The mapper post-processes the result table
Data is mapped on the MANGO model 

MIVOT elements
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Server Side Tooling (TAP service add-on) 

- Build a VOLLT add-on
- Enable any TAP service to map query results on MANGO
- Mapping rules in either a TAP schema extension or in other specific resources.
- https://github.com/lmichel/vollt-mivot-extension (empty but the Wiki)

- Working with Gilles (Vizier) to assess a MIVOT 
implementation in Vizier

- Anyone is welcome to join

27

This is a Call

https://github.com/lmichel/vollt-mivot-extension
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Documentation

● All implementations are documented on the Wiki pages of 
their repositories.

○ Need for a portal, e.g. on https://github.com/ivoa-std/ModelInstanceInVot/README

● VOExamples revival
○ Web resource developed for ObsCore (not continued)
○ https://saada.unistra.fr/voexamples
○ A MIVOT section is being added (M. Louys, J. Abid)

28

https://github.com/ivoa-std/ModelInstanceInVot
https://saada.unistra.fr/voexamples
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● VOExamples revival
○ Web resource developed for ObsCore (not continued)
○ https://saada.unistra.fr/voexamples
○ A MIVOT section is being added (M. Louys, J. Abid)

https://saada.unistra.fr/voexamples
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30

Module status GitHub availability

Python parser Working + all MIVOT features supported yes

AstroPyVo client Prototype + Running meetings yes

Snippet builder Working along with the validator yes (not merged yet)

AstroPyVo server Concept + ongoing discussions

VOLLT add-on Prototype (XMM) Online Private

documentation Being worked out Yes (not merged)

We couldn’t complete everything without help ! 
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Conclusions
● We have prototypes for every part of the MIVOT workflow….

○ We have shown that this workflow is workable and useful
○ It can also be used to test new models

 

● … that must be finalized and documented
○ AstroPyVO PR
○ VOLLT extension
○ Other…

● We can't do everything on our own
○ Need active contributors
○ Need testers
○ Need modelers

31

This is a Call
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Models and VOTables
~ Part II ~

MIVOT

L. Michel 
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● Data annotation with UTypes
○ Group items refer to model leaves
○ Data response kinked to models by a key mechanism 

Connect Data with Models

33

works well

Stepping out of the rut ?

● Mapping data on models in query 
responses

○ Data response comes with a whole description of 
the model they refer to.

○ The client has enough material to build model 
instance from the data.
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2 Purposes

● Map data on VO models

● Test ongoing models on reel data

34
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Connect Data with Models: The Baseline

● 2017, the community agreed on the annotation baselines
○ Define a syntax for connecting data and models in VOTables
○ This syntax had to be arranged in a way that does not alter the schema of VOTables
○ Must be in XML
○ Must obey a schema independent of any particular model

● 2023, Model Instance in VOTable (MIVOT) voted by the Exec this Spring
○ Strong TCG requirement for guiding implementers

■ Explain the process
■ Provide educational materials
■ Provide code
■ Complete the model for Archival Data (MANGO)

○
35
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MIVOT: Associate a model view with tabular data

fields

data

params info

VOTa
ble

 st
an

da
rd

Data Model (*) View
Bridge between data and 
model leaves

● Describe how data are connected to each other
○ Association flag/error/measure

● Improve semantic description
○ Add semantic to data associations

● Add possibly missing meta-data
○ Filter descriptions
○ Flag values

● View not depending on the data provider

(*) Let’s assume we have data models serialized in VODML

36
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MIVOT: Mapping Block Location
● The model mapping is embedded in one XML Block

○ Located in a resource[@type=meta]
○ Scope limited to the parent  resource[@type=results]
○ Mapped data can be distributed over multiple tables within that resource

37
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MIVOT: Provide Model Views to Users

<VODML>
  <GLOBALS>
      <....>
      <INSTANCE
           dmid=_spaceframe …>
  </GLOBALS>
  <TEMPLATES>
     <INSTANCE>
        … dmref=_spaceframe
         ….. ref=xx … ref=yy….
     </INSTANCE>
  </TEMPLATES>
</VODML>

XX YY

VX VY

Model View

XML Serialization of the 
model view of the data rows 

- References resolved
- Components gathered

Parser

USER

38
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MIVOT: Example

TEMPLATE[@tableref=Spectra] maps the 
data of TABLE[@name=Spectra]

Each row of that table can be interpreted an 
instance of type test:Spectrum

The connection between model leaves and 
table columns is achieved by the 
ATTRIBUTE[@ref]=FIELD[@ID] condition

39
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Syntax Overview

● Mapping block structure
○ One <VODML> block, the container
○ Followed by one <REPORT> optional block giving the status of the mapping process
○ Followed but one <MODEL> element per used model
○ Followed by one <GLOBALS> element 

■ Mapping of quantities that do not relate to table rows
○ Followed by one <TEMPLATES> element per mapped table

■ Container for the table row mapping

40
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Mapping table rows with TEMPLATES

TEMPLATE[@tableref=Spectra] maps the 
data of TABLE[@name=Spectra]

Each row of that table can be interpreted an 
instance of type test:Spectrum

The connection between model leaves and 
table columns is achieved by the 
ATTRIBUTE[@ref]=FIELD[@ID] condition

41
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Using References

The connection between photometric points 
and calibration is achieved by the 
REFERENCE[@dmref]=INSTANCE[@dmid] 
condition

Each table row contains one SED 
Toy model

42
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A Very Complex Object

43
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Table Join (advanced feature)

The cube:SparseCube.data is populated with joined data
- That are instances of the table Results[@dmid=_ts_data]
- That use both columns _band and _srcid of table Results as foreign keys
- And  both columns _pkband and _pksrcid of table PKTable as primary keys

44
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MIVOT: Design validation

● Based on many unit tests
○ One test suite per element

■ One snippet file with all good patterns
■ Some failing snippets

● Verify that tests fail for the expected reason
○ Snippets can be used as a library of standard patterns

■ Discover the syntax (reviewers could thank us)
■ Exercise the annotation

● Validator
○ All rules are enforced by both  MIVOT XSD schema 

and VODML files 

45
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MIVOT: the code repository

● Most of the implementations gathered in one repository
○ https://github.com/ivoa/modelinstanceinvot-code

■ Parser
■ data sample
■ test programs
■ notebooks

○ Let’s admit that this is a little bit catch-all

46

https://github.com/ivoa/modelinstanceinvot-code
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MIVOT: Status

● REC now
○ RFC page

○ GitHub repository

● Rather (self) Satisfied
○ Smooth VOTable integration
○ Simple annotations for the simple cases
○ Support all use-cases proposed in the DM workshop
○ Working validator
○ Voted by the Exec

https://github.com/ivoa-std/ModelInstanceInVot 

https://wiki.ivoa.net/twiki/bin/view/IVOA/DataAnnotation 

47

https://github.com/ivoa-std/ModelInstanceInVot
https://wiki.ivoa.net/twiki/bin/view/IVOA/DataAnnotation
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Today´s situation: making MIVOT to be used

VO-DML

Meas/Coords PhotDM

Mango

MIVOT

Cube

Data provider Client code

Implémentation des modèles

Données annotées

Utilisation des modèles

XTapDB

Filter Service

Aladin FoV

Jupyter

Validator

Implementation wall

48

TCG Requirement

Break that wall
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Next Steps

● Models with added value
○ Models for scientific products

■ Cube (MCD): flexible model for complex data such as images or event lists.
■ Uses components imported from other models (Measure/Coords)

○ Model for archival data (MANGO)

● Implementation Toolbox
○ Documentation
○ Examples
○ Tools

49
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Models and VOTables
~ Part III ~
MANGO

L. Michel 
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Define a model for archival data

2018: Poll to get requirements for parameters describing sources 
● A few answers
● The Gaia case among them

2019: Source DM session in Paris where various people including 
scientists was invited to present their requirements
● we got a robust set of scientifically relevant use cases 
● We got some developers and provider requirements

Strategy for defining use-cases

51
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A model for archival data
● Identification of not, poorly or not properly defined properties in VOTABLEs

○ Complex errors
○ Orbital systems
○ Complex forms
○ Interpretation of statuses and labels
○ Association of measures between them
○ Association of measures and flags
○ Define the semantics of the links
○ Calibration status (photometric or other)
○ Attach semantics to measurements

● Limit as much as possible the list of mandatory fields
○ Few common points between the different data sets
○ Put only the present measurements
○ Do not duplicate metadata already in VOTables.

52
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MANGO: Aggregating model components

Meas/Coords
Fine-grained definition 
of spatial and temporal 
coordinates

PhotDM
● Photometric Calibration
● Filters
● Photometric Systems

Position Parallax Detection ID Detection Flag MagnitudeMANGO Object
- Identifier Parameter Dock

Mango Classes
● Labels
● Colors
● TBD

Provenance

Gather all parameters in a Dock to be able 
to represent the source as a single object 
and not as a set of independent entities

53

rather than
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Working with MANGO

DAL Belt

DAL Belt
ICRS Position Magnitude B Proper Motion

Position

Component box

Magnitude

Proper Motion

Redshift

Data

{meta data}
- TAP Schema
- Provenance
- DataSet

Data

Data
Data

54

Dataset

Dataset

MANGO gives way to 
pack properties
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Mango Today: Seen from afar

55
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Mango Today: Seen from closer

56
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MANGO: Status

● MANGO draft revamped in 2022 after the DM workshop.
○ Many simplifications
○ Project pended due to the MIVOT RFC

● It is time to contribute
○ Proposal for specific use-cases
○ Data sample (can be tested with MIVOT)
○ Proposal for specific patterns
○ Example review

57

This is a CallJoin us on GitHub
Having a stable version of MIVOT with tools and 
validators allows to exercise models on real data
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Models and VOTables
~ Part IV ~

Implementation

L. Michel 
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Moving toward Operational Implementation

● Validator
○ Validate annotated VOTable against the mapped models.

● Documentation
○ Help users to figure out what are the steps of the process

● Tooling for the server side
○ Showing up a generic implementation for a TAP service

● Tooling for the client side
○ Make a PR enabling AstroPyVO to work with annotated data.

● Register MIVOT enable services

59

These tools will help for both implementing services and exercising model 
proposals on real data.
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Validator

● Package available on GitHub (Python)
○ https://github.com/ivoa/mivot-validator/tree/snippet_dev

● Validation against the XSD
○ VOTable validation against 1.3 XSD
○ VOTable validation against MVOT.xsd (XSD1.1)
○ Validation of the mapped classes against the VODML model

● A serendipitous effect (snippet_dev branch)
○ The validation against model process requires at some point to extract MIVOT snippets 

from the VODML files.
○ This function is being promoted as a package feature. 
○ This is a major help for people working with annotations

60

https://github.com/ivoa/mivot-validator/tree/snippet_dev
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Documentation

● All implementations are documented on the Wiki pages of 
their repositories.

○ Need for a portal, e.g. on https://github.com/ivoa-std/ModelInstanceInVot/README

● VOExamples revival
○ Web resource developed for ObsCore (not continued)
○ https://saada.unistra.fr/voexamples
○ A MIVOT section is being added (M. Louys, J. Abid)

61

https://github.com/ivoa-std/ModelInstanceInVot
https://saada.unistra.fr/voexamples
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Server Side Tooling (TAP service) 

● The principle
○ Analyze the query to see which columns can be mapped on which classes
○ For each mappable class: add the corresponding XML block in the MIVOT BLOCK of 

the VOTABLE

● Achievements
○ ADASS 2021 BoF, "TAP and the Data Models”
○ XTapDB service working for two XMM-Newton tables

62
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Server Side Tooling (TAP service add-on) 
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TAP Schema extended 
with tables giving the 
mapping rules for 
individual tables

MIVOT component

MIVOT component

MIVOT component

The mapper post-processes the result table
Data is mapped on the MANGO model 

MIVOT elements
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Server Side Tooling (TAP service add-on) 

- Build a VOLLT add-on
- Enable any TAP service to map query results on MANGO
- Mapping rules in either a TAP schema extension or in other specific resources.
- https://github.com/lmichel/vollt-mivot-extension (empty but the Wiki)

- Working with Gilles (Vizier) to assess a MIVOT 
implementation in Vizier

- Anyone is welcome to join

64

This is a Call

https://github.com/lmichel/vollt-mivot-extension
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Client Side Tooling

parser = Parser(“My VoTable”)
sources = parser.getInstanceSet(“CABMSD”);

while( sources.hasNext())
   source = sources.next()
   print(source.get(“position”))
   print(source.get(“mag.G”))

Is there source data ?

Yes, it is

What is its position?

12:23.45.8 -3:22:24.6

What is its proper motion?

No proper motion available

Are there other detections?

Yes, in table “detections”

Give me the first source

Here you are

Give me the first detection

Here you are
65
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Client Side: Definition of the appropriate API

<VODML>
  <GLOBALS>
      <....>
      <INSTANCE
           dmid=_spaceframe …>
  </GLOBALS>
  <TEMPLATES>
     <INSTANCE>
        … dmref=_spaceframe
         ….. ref=xx … ref=yy….
     </INSTANCE>
  </TEMPLATES>
</VODML>

XX YY

VX VY

<INSTANCE>
   <... space frame …>
     <… val=VX …?>
     <… val=VY…./>
</INSTANCE>

XML Serialization of the 
model view of the data rows 

- References resolved
- Components gathered

Parser

USER

What data structure 
to provide to the 
user?

66
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Astro[Py]Vo Implementation

A
st

ro
py

Science packages

I/O package
VOTable

VODML mapping

Py
VO

MIVOT module

Model Viewer

VO Protocol implementation

Write in VOTable
Read from VOTable

Mapping block (string)

<VODML>
    ….
</VODML>

Mapping block (string)

<VODML>
    ….
</VODML>

Numpy row (mapping ignored)

XML model serialisation

JSON model serialisation

Python model instances

Astropy model instances 4

3

1-2

1-2
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x See spec. section 6
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Registry

● Registering MIVOT enbabled services
○ Client need to know whether a service provides annotated data
○ Client need to know which models are mapped by a service provides annotated data
○ Client must be able to ask for data mapped on a particula model

● 2 Options considered (Appendix E)
○ Define new capabilities telling upon which models query results can be mapped
○ Define specific mime types (or TAP format parameter)

■ Used by the XTapDB demonstrator
■ Example: FORMAT=application/mango

68
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Conclusions
● We have prototypes for every part of the MIVOT workflow

○ We have shown that this workflow is workable and useful
○ It can also be used to test new models

 

● These prototypes must be adapted to be more helpful for the 
community

○ Better documentation
○ Better packaging
○ Production  quality level

● We can't do everything on our own
○ Need active contributors
○ Need testers
○ Need modelers

69

This is a CallJoin us 


